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ATTACHMENT 
AFFIDAVIT OF  

 
 

STATE OF NEW YORK  )  
)  

COUNTY OF QUEENS        ) 
 

I, , affirm the following:  

1. I am a 25 year-old female and an observant Muslim woman of Pakistani ancestry.  

2. I proudly wear the hijab, a religious headscarf, as a proclamation of my faith, making my 
Muslim religious identity public and visible. 

3. I began working at the Office of the Registrar at the City University of New York [CUNY] 
in the Central office located at 205 East 42th Street, New York, NY 10017 on the eighth 
floor on or about June 11, 2018. 

4. As a participant in the CUNY Counseling Assistantship Program [CAP], I was required to 
complete 225 hours of work study in order to finance my part-time graduate school tuition 
fee. 

5. I was a part time employee, working from Monday to Wednesday, approximately 20 hours a 
week. My position was as a College Assistant. My tasks mainly entailed data entry into the 
CUNYfirst website1. 

6. My supervisors were , the Executive University Registrar, and , 
the Deputy Registrar.  

7. I have sustained significant abuse, discrimination, and a hostile workplace based on my real 
or perceived religion, gender, sex, ethnicity/nationality, and/or race by my supervisors  

 and .  

8. The hostile and discriminatory behavior began near the time I was hired.  

9. In August 2018, I was on a work break with a colleague. During my break, Mr.  
asked me if Osama Bin Laden was related to President Obama. I was deeply offended and 
found Mr. ’s question to be bigoted. Mr.  tried to downplay his behavior 
by regularly stating that he was “joking.” 

10. Later that day, I had a question about a student’s file. I did not pay attention to the name. 
When I called Mr.  over to ask him a question about the student, as soon as he saw 
the student’s name, he referred to the student as “another terrorist.” 

 
1 The CUNYfirst weblink is cunyfirst.cuny.edu. 
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supervisors subjected me to and that I should rest assured that HR would respond 
“strongly” to the culprits. 

46. HR promised to conduct the investigation and to send me a formal written report within 60 
days. I received a memo which stated that upon completion, the report will be sent to the 
CUNY Chancellor.  

47. On May 1, 2019, I requested an update on the investigation. An HR representative informed 
me that she had spoken with both Mr.  and Ms.  in a meeting. 

48. The HR representative proceeded to ask me if I wished to continue with the investigation by 
interviewing the lower staff and warned me that this step might create tension in the office. I 
felt I was being discouraged from continuing the investigation. HR was more concerned 
about the “tension” instead of addressing the abuse I had endured for a year from my 
supervisors.   

49. I affirmed that I still wanted to continue because I wanted to hold the University 
accountable and to ensure that future employees do not face similar abuse.  

50. While HR was allegedly investigating my complaints, Ms. , upon information and 
belief, engaged in anti-Semitism and discriminated against a Jewish woman in the hiring 
process.  According to a colleague, on or about May 6, 2019, Ms.  interviewed a devout 
Jewish woman (hereinafter “Female Jewish Job Applicant”) for a position. Upon 
information and belief, the Female Jewish Job Applicant is a member of the Orthodox 
Jewish community. The Female Jewish Job Applicant did not shake hands with the male 
staff members because of her sincerely held religious beliefs.6  The Female Jewish Job 
Applicant shook Ms. ’s hand. After the job interview, Ms.  informed the male 
staff members that her hands were “itchy” and that the Female Jewish Job Applicant “might 
be contagious” because she had not done her measles vaccination. Ms.  began to 
google search measles after the interview. Ms.  was engaging in perpetuating an anti-
Semitic stereotype that associates Jews with disease.7  Upon information and belief, the 
Female Jewish Job Applicant was not offered the position because of this.  See Text 
Messages attached as Exhibit A.   

51. On May 23, 2019, I contacted the HR investigator again to request an update. The HR 
investigator promised to issue a decision within 2 weeks. I did not receive a decision within 
the two weeks.   

 

 
6 In the Jewish faith, some observants Jews practice “shomer negiah” which refers to someone who refrains 
from physical contact with members of the opposite sex, with exception for one’s immediate family 
members.  See https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/shomer-negiah/.  

7 See https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2019/05/orthodox-jews-face-anti-semitism-after-
measles-outbreak/590311/ 
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52. On November 14, 2019, seven months after I submitted my complaints, I received a 
notification letter from the HR Investigator stating that her investigation concluded that the 
evidence did not support a finding of discrimination. 

53. During the time of my employment, my mental wellbeing took a toll because of the 
humiliation, discrimination, and hostile workplace I was subjected to.  

54. The investigation itself also caused emotional distress. While I was promised a quick process, 
I was subjected to a seven month “process” that did not seriously investigate the 
discriminatory and hostile environment at CUNY’s Office of the Registrar.   

55. Until serious policy changes, trainings and accountability take place, CUNY’s Office of the 
Registrar will remain a hostile place for people like me and other minorities. Mr.  
and Ms.  have repeatedly shown their disdain for religion, their anti-Muslim and anti-
Semitic tendencies, and their abuse of power by using their positions to bully and shame 
their subordinates.    

56. I believe I was discriminated against and subjected to a hostile work place on the basis of my 
real or perceived religion/creed, gender, sex, race, and/or national origin/ethnicity.  These 
actions have caused great damage to me, including, but not limited to substantial emotional 
distress.   

57. Based on my own experiences, as well as observations and understanding of the experiences 
of others at CUNY's Office of the Registrar, it is my belief that there are an array of systemic 
discrimination problems within the Office of the Registrar. Accordingly, I request that the 
NY Division on Human Rights investigate this as a systemic pattern and practice of 
discrimination case.   

 

___________________ 
  

 
Sworn to before me this  
 
_____ day of April 2020  
 
 
 
____________________ 
Notary Public  




